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Understand the true value of your guests to 
make the right reinvestment decisions

The casino industry is evolving at a breakneck pace. Not long ago, Las Vegas and 

Atlantic City were the only major players—with a few riverboats scattered in between. 

International gaming destinations were scarce. Today, gaming is available within a 

short driving distance to almost all regions of the U.S. and prevalent in many countries 

worldwide. 

The rapid spread of casino licenses has changed the industry dramatically and rapidly. 

Some destinations are showing steep revenue declines. In the past 18 months, four 

Atlantic City casinos have shuttered and an emergency manager has been tapped to 

address the city’s financial woes. Macau, now considered the world’s largest gambling 

market, has seen month-over-month declines in gaming revenue since May 2014, often 

in the double digits. Gaming revenue there is down nearly 40 percent year over year. 

Las Vegas was the first to face these new challenges. The city that once built only 

casinos and considered everything else an amenity has transformed itself into a true 

destination. Restaurants, spas and golf courses were once thought of only as marketing 

tools to bring people to the gaming floor, but those “amenities” are now considered 

revenue generators. And the hotel—once an afterthought only used to bring people 

into the casino—is now driving revenue and a vehicle marketers are using tactically to 

get the most profitable guests in the door.

But the evolution hasn’t happened in unison. Although some casino resorts in Las 

Vegas have taken the first steps to optimizing total resort profitability, it is still largely 

a theoretical goal for most properties there and around the world.
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There is a saving grace: Just as technology has changed the players—whether it’s with 

a mobile device or through online gaming—it is also beginning to change how casinos 

approach marketing and revenue management. There are more touch points than 

ever to interact with guests and now technology is helping marketers see a clearer 

picture of customer spending and behavior. Having a data warehouse and aggregating 

purchases from around the entire property are the building blocks to the next 

generation of casino revenue strategy.

True Profitability

Casino marketers are no longer making blind decisions on whom to comp to fill hotel 

rooms at the end of the night. Gaming revenue isn’t the only number that counts 

anymore. Each revenue center should be considered a spoke in the total revenue 

wheel—and the most advanced operators understand that in some cases non-gaming 

guests may have greater worth than gaming guests. 

For example, if a customer gambles only minimally but spends $10,000 at the spa over 

a weekend, that customer might be considered more valuable to the property than 

many gaming guests—and without the risk of taking a loss. 

Understanding that concept is fairly simple, but collecting, aggregating and properly 

analyzing guest spend data across an entire casino resort is no small feat. A dollar 

brought in on the casino floor might add 70 cents to the bottom line when you factor 

in operating costs, while $1 dollar spent in the hotel might contribute 20 cents and golf 

maybe 40 cents. It’s important to look at true profitability after costs of goods and all 

operating expenses and compare the profit margins of the different revenue sources.

Early overarching programs utilized casino management systems to broadly analyze 

revenue not just from the casino and the hotel, but also from the restaurant, bars, golf 

and other retail outlets. The goal was to get a better sense of the value of an individual 

customer.

Unfortunately the industry hasn’t evolved much further and making the data 

actionable has been challenging. Most gaming operators have instituted loyalty and 

card-swipe programs to track gaming spend, but measuring total spend across the 

entire resort has been difficult and the benefits limited to date.

Measuring total spend 
across the entire resort 

has been difficult and the 
benefits limited to date.
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In fact, many casino resort operators aren’t yet fully optimizing the relationship 

between casino and hotel. Often, the two departments compete for share of room 

blocks without using the proper tools and analytics to make better reinvestment 

decisions.

That is beginning to change as some forward-thinking casino resorts are using new 

tools and strategies to help generate profitability assumptions that assist in critical 

analysis, such as determining whom the best customer is on each night of the week. 

Marketers are now collecting and analyzing data about guests from a variety of touch 

points and decisions are being made based more on science than art.

Go beyond gaming

The first step to realizing total resort profitability is understanding the value of all your 

guests, not just gaming players and their average daily theoretical spend. Collecting 

more comprehensive data will ensure you have the most profitable guests in your 

property, whether those guests are spending money in the casino or at retail outlets. 

Using your casino database to fill hotel rooms is not the optimal strategy. 

If you’re only basing your reinvestment on ADT, you’re missing the bigger picture. A 

new metric or way of measuring every guest of value, including hotel and retail spend 

as well as gaming win, is the ideal approach. 

Once you have a plan in place to more accurately track the spending of a guest, 

reinvestment decisions are much easier. Decisions become data driven and can be 

proven effective by analyzing returns. But just as true profitability strategies are 

at various stages of evolution, reinvestment strategies also vary greatly from one 

operation to the next. Many casino resorts, particularly ones with a high percentage of 

market share, are reinvesting too much into the wrong guests.

If you’re only basing your 
reinvestment on ADT, 

you’re missing the  
bigger picture.
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In gaming operations where there is little competition, reinvestment can usually 

be reduced dramatically. An isolated casino in the Midwest, for example, should be 

spending far less in reinvestment than a casino on the crowded Las Vegas Strip, where 

a theoretical average might be around 30% to 35%.

Many smaller regional casinos, however, are not operating with an efficient 

reinvestment strategy and can be investing as much as 200% in retaining a loyal guest. 

Consider the following example. Assume your best available rate is set at $150 for an 

upcoming Friday night. Would you comp a guest whose average theoretical spend is 

$100? If so, that means you’re willing to give someone who spends $100 a night a room 

that a walk-in guest would pay $150 for. And that is in theory: The guest could end up 

spending zero, or worse. At its core, this simple math illustrates how marketers can 

make smarter reinvestment decisions. Beyond that, it shows how they desperately 

need new tools and metrics to more accurately measure a guest’s true worth. 

Until recently, marketers and casino revenue managers have largely looked past the 

math because the only goal was filling the hotel and ultimately the casino. To take 

it one step further, consider the following chart, which features real data from an 

operating casino. 

The first column features current data for an actual casino resort that uses an ADT of 

$100 to determine when to comp rooms and fills 90% of its rooms with non-paying 

guests, on average. The numbers in red illustrate the resort’s average daily revenue 

from both the casino and the hotel, assuming guests receiving complimentary rooms 

spend $100 in the casino, on average, and that transient customers are paying the 

$149 best available room rate.

The columns to the right illustrate how allotting fewer comped rooms and filling 

the hotel with just 5% more transient guests can dramatically affect revenue. When 
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you give away fewer rooms, your ADT rises because you can be more selective with 

which guests you comp. As illustrated, you can even reduce the nightly room rate by 

$10, potentially increasing demand, and capture more total revenue. Moving left to 

right along the chart, you can see that slightly reducing the amount of comped rooms 

and being more selective with your discounting strategies will give you much more 

flexibility in rate, but still dramatically increase profitability.

The data provides a concrete example of why the casino and hotel should work hand-

in-hand in determining who is filling the rooms and at what price. Rather than working 

in silos with individual revenue goals, casino resorts employing a revenue strategy that 

integrates marketing, revenue management and operations can truly begin optimizing 

total resort profitability.

In the ideal scenario, the resort would go beyond the gaming floor and aggregate the 

money each retail outlet collects from a guest. This total spend would be included in an 

algorithm calculating how much marketers should reinvest in each guest. 

Reinvesting the right way

The amount you reinvest should not be the same every day of the year. If you’re 

reinvesting 30% on a typical mid-week day with limited demand, you should not be 

spending that much per customer on a compressed date like New Year’s Eve. Your 

strategies must be flexible to meet changing demand.

Rather than block a set number of rooms for each department, the goal should be to 

dynamically match rooms and prices to the highest value customers. If you block 250 

transient rooms, 150 for comp and 100 for group, and on a given day, you don’t have 

enough players worth comping, those rooms either sit empty or you give away rooms 

to guests who aren’t worth it.

Most casino resorts have three tiers of pricing: BAR, casino rate and comp. The most 

valuable guests with the highest ADT receive the comped room, while moderately 

valuable guests receive the reduced casino rate and all others pay BAR. This fixed 

structure leaves no room for a property to charge anything in between. 

For example, if your only choices are BAR at $149, a casino rate at $79 and the comped 

room, you’re missing out on guests who might be willing to pay more than you’re 

offering. Based on reinvestment calculations, the optimal rate for a specific segment 

of gaming customer might be $28 or $52 or $131. The more price points you have 

available to meet your demand, the closer you get to capturing the entire opportunity 

for revenue.

The more price points you 
have available to meet 

your demand, the closer 
you get to capturing the 

entire opportunity  
for revenue.
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Another danger in utilizing blocks and set price points is you often have to close 

channels to certain segments of customers. For example, consider a guest who 

receives a promotional offer for a free room at the upcoming slot tournament. The 

customer calls the resort to book, but the block is already full. In most cases, the guest 

is told the offer is blacked out or they’re given the option of paying the casino rate 

or BAR. Casino resorts should have the flexibility to dynamically price all segments, 

channels, room types and promotions independently based on demand so valuable 

guests aren’t turned away. 

Emerging strategies and new technology are making analysis and real-time decisions 

like this possible so the choice doesn’t have to be all or nothing. Marketers need to 

have the ability to adjust reinvestment by season, day of week or for any reason, at any 

time, down to a specific booking day. 

It’s extremely important to raise your reinvestment when you need the business and 

you know the hotel won’t fill up. And also to dramatically lower it during times of peak 

demand like major events or holidays when people are already knocking down your 

door trying to pay cash. A gaming customer who is offered a rate that incorporates a 

dismal 10% reinvestment on such days will still find value in coming to your property 

over others where they would have to pay full price.

Take the first step

By considering all profit centers and calculating value beyond just ADT, marketers will 

have the information they need to make the right reinvestment decisions. Reducing 

the amount of casino rooms available will not hurt casino operations; it can help you 
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attract a higher value casino guest, while increasing rooms revenue. You can reduce 

the amount of offers you distribute and truly target the highest-valued guest. 

Measuring true profitability does not come without steep obstacles. Ancillary revenue 

generators in a casino resort are often times outsourced, owned or operated by third 

parties. Getting all the respective parties to agree on a unified strategy and system to 

collect and analyze guest information can be cumbersome. 

Department managers are typically measured and compensated by meeting revenue 

goals, so asking them to potentially shift revenue from their department to another 

department is difficult, even if it’s for the greater good of the total operation. 

These challenges are often most prevalent between hotel and casino, but by measuring 

total patron worth and moving beyond rigid room blocks and price points, casino 

resorts can make better reinvestment decisions and take the first step to optimizing 

total resort profitability. 



About Duetto
With solutions that address the true challenge of today’s distribution 

landscape, Duetto provides unique and powerful revenue strategy tools to 

optimize profit and guest loyalty. Duetto delivers powerful insights on pricing 

and demand to hotels and casinos through a 100% cloud-based application.

Utilizing new consumer-centric data sets such as web shopping regrets and 

denials, social review, air traffic, weather and more, Duetto GameChanger 

transforms the way hotels and casinos price and sell rooms by providing better 

and more actionable information. Make informed distribution choices and 

independently yield all channels, dates and room types with open pricing to 

drive healthy revenue and optimize profitability.

Thanks to modern cloud architecture, new features and upgrades are delivered 

seamlessly with zero system downtime. This rapid innovation enables Duetto 

to provide an industry-leading user interface and experience that’s continually 

improving.

Working with and for the hospitality industry, 
Duetto is changing the game.


